1 Figure S1: Improvement of (a) accuracy and (b) sensitivity pattern of v in P[ε] for the 0 rad meridian with refinement of the model grid by a factor of 2. In (a) the purple line marks the accuracy for the grid used in the synthetic tests in this paper as a reference for comparison with the orange line indicating the accuracy achieved using a refined grid. The refined average relative traveltime error is 0.64% ± 0.08% compared to the 0.8% ± 0.1%. In (b) the comparison is established among the blue line marking the analytic sensitivity as a reference, and the sensitivities for the grid that we used (orange line) and the refined grid (yellow line). The refined grid reduces the relative traveltime error and produces a better fit of the analytic sensitivity. 
Mathematical proof for the shapes of v sensitivity in both parametrizations
Regarding the shapes of relative and normalized sensitivities for v, in the following we provide mathematical proof showing that the former is constant whereas the latter is sinusoidal.
We use Δt to refer to the difference between the travel times measured with and without the 25%
anomaly. x A is the thickness of the anomaly whereas x B is the total ray path length from source to receiver. v A and v B are the anisotropic velocities in the anomaly and in the background respectively.
According to the definition we have just given, the sensitivity expressed as relative difference is where t R is the travel time measured without the anomaly 
